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With a view to gain better advantage of Search Engine Optimization, it is quite advisable to hire a
SEO Company. The businesspeople can get many benefits by assigning the task to a SEO Agency.
This reduces their worries regarding the page rankings, online presence are a few and they can
concentrate on other tasks. This enables them to carry out their business smoothly.

Among the online traders, some may even have a little idea or no idea about what is SEO?
Delegating the task to a SEO firm can serve the purpose for them. This helps them to know about
SEO and also their websiteâ€™s presence is also taken care of by the companies they have delegated
the task to.

However, there arises a thought regarding identification of a trustworthy SEO Agency among the
crowd. SEO companies are in abundance yet to find a reliable one rendering proper services can be
a tough task. Reviewing a SEO firm through certain criteria will enable a business person to identify
the best seo company and avoiding them to get in touch with deceivers. Below mentioned are few of
the measures that can be adopted to check the reliability of seo firms.

â€¢	Provide guarantee for top ranking: Any company that commits such thing can be doubted.
According to SEO tips by Google, no one can ensure top ranking in Google even for highly
competitive words.

â€¢	Ask to friends, business partners: If the companyâ€™s reputation is good in the market then surely
your friends may know about it. Oral communication has great significance in developing the
companyâ€™s good will. Other way is to use Google reviews.

â€¢	Refer different forums:  Get the help from some of the well known web master forums such as
devhunters.com, search engine roundtable forums are a few.

â€¢	Get the references of Websites: In order to check the companyâ€™s work, go over the websites they
have done the SEO work for. Get references of the business people and talk to them, know their
reviews & satisfaction level. Single happy customer can bring lots of other customers and a single
unhappy customer can drive away many.

â€¢	Analyse their siteâ€™s PR: A company cannot help others until it helps itself. If their page ranking is
not worthy, they are not worthy.

â€¢	Check their keyword density: Verify whether they use relevant keywords for their own website.
How much traffic are they able to generate using keywords?

â€¢	Avoid Automated Submissions: A SEO Company involved in such practice cannot be hired.

â€¢	Source of Back links: The heart of SEO is back links. Be sure to have back links to well known
sites. The entire success of SEO depends on back links.

â€¢	Compare Quality with Price: It is a wrong notion in the minds of people that high price always
provides high quality. This is not true every time. Companyâ€™s inefficiency can also lead to high costs.

â€¢	Cheap is costlier:  Lump sum amount cannot provide you better SEO services. An honest Seo firm
will offer moderate prices.
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â€¢	Get answers to tricky questions: If you are not an expert, the tricky questions can help you in the
way. For instance, ask them the no. of search engines the site is to be submitted. Genuine SEO
agency will answer â€œNo automated submission while fraudsters will provide you big numbers.
Second thing, ask whether they will be able to post you among top 10 sites. Scam companies will
ask to provide the keywords. Say them Goodbye. As finding keywords to bring your website among
the top list is the work of SEO Company and not the client.

Mentioned here are few of the factors to be considered while selecting a SEO company. Apply them
and others too to find a helping hand for increasing the websiteâ€™s online presence.
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ZestTech Solutions - About Author:
ZestTech Solutions, London, UK, one of the  top seo companies rendering the entire a SEO
services along  with other internet marketing methods such as Display marketing, PPC
management  and more. The businesspeople can also hire a a SEO expert to fulfil the task.  Join
with them to lead yourself in the path of  success.
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